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SEED POTATO CERTIFICATES

In order that merchants and growers may readily understand the

significance- and value of the different kinds of seed potato certificates

issued by the Agricultural Departments in the British Isles, the

Departments have had under discussion the adoption of a common system of

certification* These certificates are issued after inspection of the

crops, and when seed from a certified crop is sold or offered

for sale for planting in England and Wales, the seller must quote to the

buyer the letters and number of the relative certificate.

A new system will operate at once in respect of the certificates

issued in England and Wales, Northern Ireland and the Isle of Man, as

follows

Certificates will be of 3. kinds, indicated by the letters "SS",
"A" and "H" respectively. Certificates for -crops which are of Stock

Seed standard will bear the letters "SS"; certificates for the highest

grade commercial seed the letter "A"; and the general certificates for

commercial seed the letter "H”. Following these letters, the country
where grown will be indicated "(e)" for England, "(w)" for Wales,

"(Nor.Ir,)” for Northern Ireland and "(I.O.M.)" for Isle of Man.

the letters "NI” will be added in the case of varieties not

immune from Wart Disease.

Thus, the certificate for a stock of Majestic of H A" standard

grown in Northern Ireland will bear the letters "A(Nor.Ir.)" the •
certificate for a stock of King Edward of "H" standard grown in England
will bear the letters ”H(E)NI"

Certificates issued this year by the Departments of Agriculture
for Scotland and for Eire respectively will bear the same designations

is in the past#

The field inspection standards adopted by the several Departments
for the issue of these certificates are now in very close agreement.


